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Are you MISSING Signs from Pets in the afterlife? Learn to identify Pet Signs and what they mean.

This book teaches you how to connect and have after death communication with Pet Spirits. World

renowned Animal Medium Brent Atwater after 20 years of research, reading Afterlife signs and pet

communication provides compelling testimonies that convince your Pet life goes on and After Death

communication with Spirit in the Afterworld is REAL! Get started NOW!
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Not what I expected don't expect to read a book and get a page to peoples Facebook Twitter

accounts and other social media a way to login. I lost my dog was looking to read about spiritual

account enlightenment what happened to other people after losing an animal or a loved one, other

people what they went through something other than Facebook Twitter accounts. and then knowing

what the Bible says on how when someone dies their spare becomes one with yours whether or not

you're religious and that kind of bothered me when The book said a dogs. Couldn't join another dog

spirit, because it would be too much on the dog that's living.I may not go to church every Sunday

but I still believe that when my dad died his spirit does your join in with my spirit, and my dog spirit

does join in with mine and I'll join in with the other dogs for it and all that's around me and all that in

the world that she may have wanted to see maybe it's a matter of believe. but like I said I didn't

expect all the Twitter accounts and social media like they were trying to promote there so their self.

This book has helped me to heal after losing my precious family member/Kitty of 16 years. With



Brent's valuable information, her specific instruction & techniques will help your heart to heal.

Especially when you receive signs that your fur baby is still with you. Even when you travel! The

eternal love you shared with your precious fur baby is always there. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•

I recently lost my beloved Julie suddenly on Xmas Eve and was beyond heart broken. Her death

was totally unexpected and devastating. She passed while we were out and the Veterinarian

hospital we took her to could not revive her, nor did they perform autopsy's. So not only were we

grief stricken, we didn't even know for sure what she died from! I started searching the internet in

the desperate hope of trying to figure out what the cause of her death was, and I just happened to

come across Brent Atwater and her You Tube videos. I have no idea how I found her, but I can only

surmise my precious Julie led me to her. I started to watch her videos which covers everything from

grief to guilt to how to cope with our pets deaths. I immediately found these videos extremely

comforting, not realizing there are so many people out there that love their pets and were as grief

stricken as we were. I continued to watch the videos and decided to purchase (2) of her books: After

Death Signs & Animal Reincarnation. Brent said that we can still talk to our pets and ask them for

signs because even though they have left their "fur suit" they are alive and well and in a bright,

beautiful sparkler form right there next to us waiting us to talk to them and to be happy! So, I

decided to ask Julie for a sign because I needed to know if she was ok. Brent instructs us to be

specific in the sign that we want them to visit us in, so that we can recognize that it is indeed them

when they visit! So I asked Julie to please visit me in a specific form. A couple of days had passed

by, then while I was walking up the stairs in my house, I turned around and there was Julie! Right

there on my deck looking at me through the window was a red Cardinal! You might think Cardinals

are everywhere, however, I had not seen one in my yard for over a over a year, and have not seen

one again since! I was so thrilled and it touched me deeply knowing my baby girl was alive and well

on the other side. I never knew you could communicate with your beloved deceased pets until now.

In Brent's books she goes into specific details on the procedures you need to follow exactly to get

the positive results you want. I would highly recommend these to anyone wanting to truly have a

new journey with your beloved animals. Brent also conducts live readings which you can schedule

on her website. I recently had one myself and was so amazed that my Julie talked to me through

Brent and said things that only she would know! While I am still very sad in my heart and missing

Julie terribly, I am comforted knowing she is okay, and that I CAN communicate with her if I want to

and so can YOU!



Grief is a terrible affliction that one can suffer not just with the loss of a "human" but also with the

loss of a beloved "pet". These loyal beautiful souls can become so deeply ingrained into our lives

and within our hearts that we can become almost inconsolable with their transition, despite knowing

that their very short lives make it unlikely they will ever outlive us. I recently lost my beloved dog,

Java. She had become my world. She was not only my loyal service dog and companion; she was

my best friend as well. We went everywhere together, DID everything together.When she left, the

pain I felt at her passing was so intense that I wondered if I could survive it. I had always been a

strong person, but this loss brought me to my knees in despair. In desperation, I reached out to a

pet loss group who suggested that I find Brent Atwater. I was told that SHE could give me hope. I

found this book by Brent and immediately read it through in one sitting. I realized as I read this book,

my tears, for the very first time in a week had actually dried up. And while I was still sad, I felt more

invigorated, more hopeful because Brent HAD indeed given me hope.There are many books written

on how to console yourself after the loss of a loved one. There are self-help books and books on

how to "cope" with the loss. But I did not want to simply cope. As close as we were, my pet could

not talk to me like a human, so I was left with many questions but no answers. I wanted to know why

my pet had transitioned when she had. I wanted to know if she was okay...if she was happy. I

wanted to know if I had done anything wrong because like many who lose a pet, the guilt can be

awful, as we tend to blame ourselves for some perceived wrong we had done.Sometimes things

happen to us after our pet has transitioned. Things we can't explain. We might try and convince

ourselves that it was a fluke, an accidental happening which we will shrug off; but Brent writes in her

book that ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“There Are No CoincidencesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• and I absolutely believe her.

She explains how she became a medium and why it has always been a natural calling for her. She

does not sensationalize anything; but instead speaks from her heart in such a knowledgeable and

kind manner that she instantly soothes your soul.I had no sooner finished reading her book, that I

picked it back up to read again, this time more carefully as I wanted to truly understand and

recognize any signs that my pet might leave for me. Brent does a fabulous job of not only providing

a variety of signs that pets will show you after they have transitioned, but will provide explanations

as to why these particular signs are chosen. She also supplies examples from people who have

actually received signs.And she goes one step further. Not only does Brent explain how she can

see the spirits of deceased pets, she also takes you through the process in which YOU TOO are

able to make contact with your pet. I know that many people could consider what Brent writes in her

book as nothing more than a usefully cathartic mechanism for working through grief. I am sure that

many people, anxious and grief stricken, might still be skeptical. After all, many of us have been



raised to look doubtingly at anyone who professes to be able to see spirits in the afterlife.But I am

here to tell youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦that SHE CAN COMMUNICATE WITH A DECEASED PET AND

YOU CAN TOO!! After reading this book, I not only learned how to connect with my beloved pet, I

was able to do it successfully!!! I asked Java to send me a message through a dream and to do it

within the next two days. On the second day, the message from her came through loud and clear.

My beloved dog showed me in my dream that I was to stop being consumed with grief; to fight to

live my life. I have also received indisputable signs from her.Brent Atwater is the real deal. If you

really want to connect with your deceased pet, I promise you, her book will show you how to do it.

After reading this book, you too will be able to reach the spirit of your pet. You just have to believe in

yourself, have faith in your pet and put aside any preconceived notions you might have. Follow

BrentÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s advice, watch for signs, use her prayers and donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t give

up. It really is as simple as that.
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